
Yavapai County Attorney 
255 East Gurley Street
Prescott, AZ 86301
ycao@yavapai.us

SHEILA POLK
Yavapai County Attorney 

Criminal Division Civil Division Bad Check Program
(928) 777-7355 (928) 771-3338 (928) 771-3490

March 30, 2020 

EDC Public Defender
595 White Spar Road
Prescott, AZ 86303

Re: State v. Gordon Lamar Peppers, Seligman Justice Court, CF2020___
EDC hearing set for 4/02/2020
CO-DEFENDANTS: Christopher Dwayne Tinsley

Dear Sir/Madam:

I am the assigned Prosecutor in this case. It is our understanding that you have been appointed to 
represent the defendant in the above- referenced matter. If you would like to discuss this case 
and any possible resolution please attend the next available Case Resolution Conference at 
the Yavapai County Attorney’s Office from 9:30 a.m. to 11:30 a.m. to be held as follows:

3/6/2020, 3/20/2020, 4/3/2020, 4/17/2020, 5/1/2020, 5/15/2020, 5/29/2020, 6/12/2020, 
6/26/2020, 7/10/2020, 7/24/2020, 8/7/2020, 8/21/2020, 9/4/2020, 9/18/2020, 10/2/2020, 
10/16/2020, 10/30/2020, 11/13/2020, 12/4/2020, 12/18/2020
If you are unable to attend, please contact the Charging Unit at 928-777-7355 as soon as 
possible.

Enclosed are the following documents relating to the above case:

☐ 1. Complaint
☐ 2. Plea Agreement – PLEA OFFER SUBJECT TO VICTIM INPUT
☐ 3. Disclosure
☐ 4. Summary of Defendant’s Felony Convictions
☒ 5. Partners Against Narcotics Trafficking, DR# 20TF0134, (001-002)
☐ 6. Allegation of Prior Felony Convictions

Gordon Lamar Peppers, is currently IN custody.

If you have any questions, please don’t hesitate to contact our office.

Mike Morrison/jf 
Enclosures as noted.



03/26/20                                                                   3457
14:25                        LAW Incident Table:                     Page:    1

  Incident
Incident Number   20TF0134   Nature  Drugs
    Digital Evidence   BODY CAM                    Image
        Address  I40 EB MM 143
           City  Ash Fork           State  AZ   ZIP  86320
           Area  PANT  Partners Again       Contact

  Complainant
Numbr       PANT
 Last  PANT                       Fst                 Mid
  DOB    /  /     SSN     -  -    Adr  255 E GURLEY ST
 Race    Sx    Tel  (928)778-0558 Cty  PRESCOTT        ST  AZ ZIP  86301

  Details
Offense/Statute  CSPM                 CSSM                 CSPP
                 TOFF                      Reported  CSSO  Observed  CSSM
  Circumstances  LT13  #2    PANT  MARI
Rspndg Officers  Hearl, T PANT
Rspnsbl Officer  Hearl, T PANT    Agency  PANT          CAD Call ID    1481405
    Received By  Hebert, T              Last RadLog  20:21:27 03/25/20    CMPLT
   How Received  O  Officer Report        Clearance  CRD  Cleared by Responding
  When Reported  08:34:51 03/25/20      Disposition  CAM  Disp Date  03/26/20
Occurrd between  08:34:36 03/25/20     Judicial Sts
            and  20:21:27 03/25/20       Misc Entry
             MO

  Narrative
 Narrative  (See below)
Supplement  (See below)                     (See below)

= = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =

INVOLVEMENTS:
Type  Record #    Date      Description                     Relationship
 LW  20-010312  03/25/20    Traffic Stop                    CONN DR             
 NM     718036  03/26/20    PEPPERS, GORDON LAMAR           Arrested            
 NM     718037  03/26/20    TINSLEY, CHRISTOPHER DWAYNE     Arrested            
 NM     718099  03/26/20    WIGGINS, PAUL ANTHONY           Investigative Lead  
 NM     718100  03/26/20    MURRAY, DESIREE                 Investigative Lead  
 NM     718101  03/26/20    EDWARDS, ANDREA                 Investigative Lead  
 NM       PANT  03/25/20    PANT,                          *Complainant         
 VH     271686  03/26/20    WHI/WHI 2013 NISS 1500 OR       Vehicle             
 VH     271686  03/25/20    WHI/WHI 2013 NISS 1500 OR       PV EVIDENCE         
 CA    1481405  03/25/20    08:34 03/25/20 Drugs           *Initiating Call     
 EV     269937  03/26/20    Marijuana                      *Evidence Incident   
 EV     269938  03/26/20    Marijuana                      *Evidence Incident   
 EV     269939  03/26/20    Marijuana                      *Evidence Incident   
 EV     269940  03/26/20    Marijuana                      *Evidence Incident   
 EV     269941  03/26/20    Marijuana                      *Evidence Incident   
 EV     269942  03/26/20    Marijuana                      *Evidence Incident   
 EV     269943  03/26/20    Marijuana                      *Evidence Incident   



 EV     269944  03/26/20    Marijuana Core Sample from     *Evidence Incident   
 EV     269945  03/26/20    Misc. Receipts                 *Evidence Incident   
 EV     269946  03/26/20    Temp Veh Tag, Oregon           *Evidence Incident   
 EV     269947  03/26/20    Note of directions             *Evidence Incident   
 EV     269948  03/26/20    straw                          *Evidence Incident   
 EV     269949  03/26/20    Paper                          *Evidence Incident   
 EV     269950  03/26/20    Backpack                       *Evidence Incident   
 EV     269951  03/26/20    Duffel Bag                     *Evidence Incident   
 EV     269952  03/26/20    Knife w/mj residue             *Evidence Incident   
 EV     269953  03/26/20    Misc. Paperwork                *Evidence Incident   
 EV     269954  03/26/20    Samsung Cellphone              *Evidence Incident   
 EV     269955  03/26/20    Samsung Cellphone              *Evidence Incident   
 EV     269956  03/26/20    2013 Nissan Van, 2500          *Evidence Incident   

Law Incident Case Numbers:    
 Case Numbers
Seq    Number
  1  BODY CAM

LAW Incident Offenses Detail: 
                                  Offense and Statute Codes
Seq Code                                Statute Code                        Amou
t
  1 CSPM Cont Subst/Posession Marijuana
  0.00
  2 CSSM Cont Subst/Sale/Manu/Marijuana
  0.00
  3 CSPP Cont Subst/Posess Paraphenalia
  0.00
  4 TOFF Traffic Offense
  0.00

LAW Incident Circumstances:   
                  Contributing Circumstances
Seq Code                                 Comments
  1 LT13  Highway/Road/Alley
  2 #2    2 Arrestees
  3 PANT  K9 ARREST AS TASK FORCE MEMBER
  4 MARI  Marijuana Related

LAW Incident Responders Detail
    Responding Officers
Seq Name            Unit
  1 Hearl, T PANT   TFK38

Main Radio Log Table:         
Time/Date    Typ Unit          Code  Zone  Agnc Description
20:21:27 03/ l  TFK38          CMPLT PANT  PANT incid#=20TF0134 Completed call
09:53:07 03/ l  TFK38          97    PANT  PANT incid#=20TF0134 Arrived on sce
09:42:35 03/ l  TFK38          C4    PANT  PANT
08:34:53 03/ l  TFK38          ARRVD PANT  PANT On-site call=26l



Narrative:                    __________
                         Investigation Narrative

On 3/25/20 at approximately 14:30 hours, Christopher Tinsley (Driver) and Gordon
Peppers (Passenger) were arrested after being contacted during a traffic stop on
I-40 eb near mm 143 in Ash Fork. Both suspects are being charged with (ARS
13-3405.A.4) Transportation of Marijuana for sales by transporting 417 pounds of
marijuana for sales; (ARS 13-3405.A.2) Possession of Marijuana for Sales by
possessing 417 pounds of marijuana concealed in food saver bags with the intent
to sell in TX; (ARS 13-3405.A.1) Possession of Marijuana by possessing 417
pounds of marijuana; and (ARS 13-3415.A) Possession of Drug Paraphernalia by
possessing the food saver packages containing the marijuana; Tinsley is also
being charged with (ARS 28-3473.A) Driving on Suspended License by operating a
vehicle with an out of state suspended license.

Suspects: 1. Christopher Tinsley
          2. Gordon Peppers

Charges: Christopher Tinsley
                1. Transportation of Marijuana for Sales (ARS 13-3405.A.4)
                2. Possession of Marijuana for Sales (ARS 13-3405.A.2)
                3. Possession of Marijuana (ARS 13-3405.A.1)
                4. Possession of Drug Paraphernalia (ARS 13-3415.A)
                5. Driving on Suspended License (ARS 28-3473.A)

         Gordon Peppers
                1. Transportation of Marijuana for Sales (ARS 13-3405.A.4)
                2. Possession of Marijuana for Sales (ARS 13-3405.A.2)
                3. Possession of Marijuana (ARS 13-3405.A.1)
                4. Possession of Drug Paraphernalia (ARS 13-3415.A)

Evidence: 1. Box 70.5 lbs Marijuana 
          2. Box 70 lbs Marijuana
          3. Box 81 lbs Marijuana
          4. Box 85 lbs Marijuana
          5. Box 29.5 lbs Marijuana
          6. Box 41 lbs mMrijuana
          7. 39.5 lbs Marijuana
          8. Core sample from Item 7
          9. Misc receipts
         10. Temp OR license plate
         11. Paper with Directions
         12. Drug Paraphernalia straw
         13. Paper taped to inside of vehicle
         14. Grey and black backpack
         15. Black Duffel Bag
         16. Knife from S1 backpack
         17. Misc. Paperwork from MJ boxes
         18. Black samsung cell phone
         19. Black samsung cell phone
         20. 2013 Nissan Van

While driving east on I-40 east bount near mm 140, I observed a Nissan work
style van traveling in the right (slow) lane. As I got closer to the vehicle, I
noticed the vehicle drift from centered in its lane toward the shoulder, hugging
the fog line. In my experience, this shift in lane position is a subconscious
behavior associated with creating distance from a threat. In this scenario, my



approaching patrol vehicle is a threat to people involved in criminal activity.

As I got closer, I noticed the vehicle did not have a permanent license plate
displayed in the license plate bracket. I then saw the shape of the temporary
license plate tag in the rear window, but could not make out the numbers because
the rear window tint was too dark. Due to the slow speed the vehicle was
traveling and other traffic moving at the posted speed limit, I passed the
vehicle in order to prevent the disturbance of the normal flow of traffic. As I
passed the vehicle, I noticed the driver appeared to be extremely nervous. He
was pushed back in his seat, with both hands on the steering wheel and both arms
locked out. This type of driving position appeared to be uncomfortable and is
not typical behavior displayed by the innocent motoring public while traveling
long distances on the high way.

I pulled into the median at mm 142 and waited for the vehicle to pass my
location. As the vehicle approached my location, it drifted from the center of
the lane toward the shoulder once again. As it passed, the driver appeared to be
in the same driving position. I confirmed the temporary license plate tag was
not displayed in a place where it could be seen clearly and pulled out behind it
to conduct a traffic stop.

I conducted a traffic stop for the violation at mm 143 and contacted the
occupants on the passenger side of the vehicle. I explained the reason for the
stop and asked for the driver's information. After explaining the reason for the
stop, the passenger stated the vehicle was a work vehicle. I asked them if they
were working and they said yes. I asked them if they were hauling a load and the
passenger told me they were. I asked the passenger if they were traveling with a
bill of lading for the load. The passenger handed me paper work along with his
ID. He identified himself as Gordon Peppers with an Oregon driver license. I
then asked the driver again for his driver license. He told me it was in his
back pack and asked if he could get it. I told him he could. While the driver
looked for his ID I looked at the papers Peppers handed me. The papers were not
a bill of lading, they were a "Certificate of Analysis" for "Cannabinoids". I
asked Peppers if they were hauling marijuana and he told me they were hauling
"Hemp". Hemp is derived from the cannabis plant but has a lower THC level than
marijuana. As I could see numerous large boxes in the back of the van, I asked
him if it was all marijuana. He told me it was all "Hemp". The driver advised he
could not find his ID as he'd forgotten it in Oregon when they left. I found it
odd that a "professional driver" would forget his driver license, especially
when traveling with such a heavily regulated product such as Hemp.

I advised him to step out of the vehicle and come back to my patrol vehicle.
Once at my patrol vehicle, I asked for assistance from Sgt. Lopez due to the
information I learned while talking to the occupants at the vehicle. I then
asked the driver for his name and information. He told me his name was
Christopher Tinsley. I attempted to run his information but could not get a
return for him. I asked him if his license was suspended and he told me "it
shouldn't be." I found it odd that a "professional driver" would be unsure if
his license was suspended. This led me to believe his license was suspended.
Later, I learned his license was in fact suspended and his license was in his
back pack, where he said it wasn't. I also ran Peppers' license and confirmed he
had a valid license. While speaking with the driver, he did not appear to know
much about the details of the trip. He told me they were traveling from Oregon
and headed to Texas. However, he did not know the name of the destination city
for the load. In my experience, legitimate drivers for legitimate companies have
a detailed understanding of their trip and can communicate it to me clearly. In
my conversation with Tinsley, this was not the case. He also stated he worked
for the company who "owned" the load for "a while." I asked him to clarify how
long "a while" was and he told me since November. I asked him what the name of
the company was, and he could not remember the name of the company. I asked him



how he is typically paid, and he told me this will be his first check. He
recanted and told me he'd just known the owner since November but just started
working for him. 

Sgt. Lopez and I then spoke with Peppers and asked him to explain what they were
traveling with and how the business works. Peppers told us the paperwork showed
the "Hemp" tested lower than required THC levels and this marijuana was "legal
to transport" as it fell under the "U.S. Farm Bill." He then handed us a printed
piece of paper of a screen shot from a phone explaining the bill. This piece of
paper was not an official document and appeared to be a screen shot of a
website. I asked to see a package of the marijuana and he opened the back door
and pulled a food saver package from a plastic container.  The container he
pulled the package from appeared to be different than the rest of the boxes and
containers. It looked like a cheap container and not something that a legitimate
business would be shipping this heavily regulated product in. There was also no
invoice for the marijuana he was carrying, explaining how much and what he was
carrying. In my experience, legitimate businesses delivering any type of
inventory carry an invoice of what is to be delivered. Based on my training and
experience, the "buds" contained inside the package appeared to be high grade
marijuana, not "Hemp". We asked him how often they transport the "Hemp" like
this and he told us it was his first trip. We asked why this was his first trip
and he told us the transport company they "typically" use refused to transport
the product. I found that to be suspicious.

In my experience, people operating and participating in legitimate business have
no trouble explaining the operations of the business. This was not the case
throughout our conversation with both subjects. The details were unclear and
they both had trouble explaining the operation. 

Sgt. Lopez took the paperwork and began making phone calls to assist in
identifying the shipment. See his supplement for further information. 

Once Sgt. Lopez had gotten off the phone, we determined it was unlikely this
load was legitimate "Hemp" and was most like high grade marijuana. After making
that determination, the vehicle and suspects were transported to the YCSO
Property and Evidence Building for further investigation.

Once at the evidence building, Sgt. Winfrey and Deputy Hartman conducted
interviews and continued the investigation while Sgt. Lopez and I unloaded the
van. See Sgt. Winfrey and Deputy Hartman's supplements for further information
on their involvement and the details of the investigation.
The van contained 5 extra large cardboard boxes containing totes and several
other tote style containers. They all contained food saver packages of
marijuana. There were 23 totes total in the load. The weight of the marijuana in
each tote were as follows:
1.      14.5 lbs
2.      14.5 lbs
3.      41 lbs
4.      6.5 lbs
5.      7.5 lbs
6.      15 lbs
7.      39.5 lbs
8.      14 lbs
9.      6.5 lbs
10.     6.5 lbs
11.     43 lbs
12.     13 lbs
13.     39 lbs
14.     5.5 lbs
15.     6.5 lbs



16.     6.5 lbs
17.     7.5 lbs
18.     15 lbs
19.     43 lbs
20.     13.5 lbs
21.     8.5 lbs
22.     7 lbs
23.     43.5 lbs
The total weight of the marijuana was 417 pounds.

While processing the packages, I noticed some of the food saver bags were
labeled with a "Cabela's" logo. In my experience, legitimate businesses
distributing their products use packaging materials purchased in bulk. This
would give the packaging a uniform look and would save the company money on
packaging materials. Buying packaging materials from a place like Cabela's would
not be cost effective for any business packaging large quantities of product. It
should also be noted that the load appeared extremely unprofessional. The boxes
were dirty and smashed and the totes were mismatched. I also noticed the vehicle
was purchased and registered just 4 days prior to the stop, leading me to
believe this "business" purchased the vehicle specifically for this trip.   
After the interviews and investigation were conducted, it was determined, based
on the totality of the circumstances and the details of the found during the
investigation, that the load being transported was not legit and was, in fact,
high grade marijuana being transported illegally. It was also determined that
both suspects had knowledge, or reason to know, they were transporting marijuana
illegally.

The marijuana and paperwork located during the search were processed and
submitted to evidence and the vehicle was stored in the YCSO Property and
Evidence storage yard to be seized. A sample of one of the packages of marijuana
were collected to be submitted for testing as well. 

Subsequently, both occupants were transported and booked into the County Jail in
Prescott.

End of Involvement, nothing further to report.  

Thu Mar 26 07:56:30 MST 2020
T. Hearl K38/10307



Law Supplemental Narrative:   
                           Supplemental Narratives
Seq Name            Date                Narrative
  1 Hartman, T PANT 18:09:04 03/25/20   
                            Supplemental Narritive

        On 03/25/2020 at around 0757 hours I assisted Deputy Hearl with a
traffic stop on I40-EB at around MM 143. Upon my arrival Deputy Hearl told me
deputies had located a larage quantity of marijuana. According to deputies on
scene the occupants of the vehicle had disclosed the possession of the
substance, but claimed it was hemp. After roadside interview and discussion it
was determined the vehicle and the occupants would be brought back to YCSO
property and evidence for further investigation with the assistance of PANT
detectives. 

        Once back at YCSO evidence, deputies and I further reviewed the
paperowrk the occupants of the vehicle provided. Multiple plastic tote
containers had "lab result" paperwork on them however only listed the second
page of a four page lab result. Furthermore, the packages of alledged "hemp" had
no lab stamps, signatures, item number or any other identifying factors linking
these lab results to the actual product we currently posessed. Also, There were
no chain of custody papers from the testing lab to the transporter. 

        A short time later Sgt Winfrey and I conducted interviews with both
occupant of the vehicle. These interviews were digitally recored by Sgt Winfrey
who conducted the majority of the interview. See Sgt Winfrey's supplement for
further information. After the conclusion of the investigation for the day, I
assisted Deputy Hearl with transporting to the Prescott jail where I assisted
with booking. Nothing further at this time. 

Date, Time, Reporting Officer:
Wed Mar 25 18:38:11 MST 2020
Deputy T.Hartman
K45/10443



Law Supplemental Narrative:   
                           Supplemental Narratives
Seq Name            Date                Narrative
  2 Winfrey, J PANT 12:16:10 03/26/20   
** WINFREY SUPPLEMENT:

  On 03/25/2020 at approximately 

  At approximately 9:35 hours I sent the search warrant to Division 5 Superior
Court Judge C. Hancock for review and authorization. At approximately 10:42
hours I called Judge Hancock and she swore me in and had me swear to the fact of
the search warrant. At approximately 11:08 hours I received the signed search
warrant back from Judge Hancock and the warrant was executed while conducting
interviews at the Yavapai County Sheriff's Office Property and Evidence
building. I would later return the search warrants the same day at approximately
16:59 hours.


